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KEY=THE - STOUT MALIK
SECOND HEARTS
G.J. Walker-Smith Book 2 of the #1 bestselling Wishes Series Charli Blake's high tolerance for risk doesn't always work in her favour. After a year of living out her dream of travelling the world, the sunny
West African village of Kaimte would be her last stop. She's bound for New York, in search of the boy she'd let go of long ago. For Charli, nothing has changed. She's travelled thousands of miles but hasn't
moved an inch. Adam Décarie still means everything to her. But reality soon hits hard. For Adam, everything has changed. Memories of the best love she's ever known is all she has left, until Charli makes
a shocking discovery. None of it had ever been real in the ﬁrst place.

WINGS OF THE WALKER
Josiah Stonewell dug his hands into the ﬁlthiest parts of my soul and molded a perfect little Walker. I don't know the exact moment I fell in love with him, but I do know that if anyone found out about our
lingering stares, it would end his political career. Josiah's unexpected engagement has me squinting down the barrel of heartbreak, and to make matters worse; I ﬁnd myself traded to Cyler Black and his
leadership council in a distant Providence. Soon, Cyler and his team of passionate leaders start to feel like family, and I'm promised freedoms I never imagined were possible; But Josiah's not through with
me yet, and war is on the horizon. Can I ﬁnd happiness in my new home? Or will Josiah ﬁnally choose me?

RED DIRT HEART
Red Dirt Heart Welcome to Sutton Station: One of the world's largest working farms in the middle of Australia - where if the animals and heat don't kill you ﬁrst, your heart just might. Charlie Sutton runs
Sutton Station the only way he knows how; the way his father did before him. Determined to keep his head down and his heart in check, Charlie swears the red dirt that surrounds him - isolates him - runs
through his veins. American agronomy student Travis Craig arrives at Sutton Station to see how farmers make a living from one of the harshest environments on earth. But it's not the barren, brutal and
totally beautiful landscapes that capture him so completely. It's the man with the red dirt heart.

EXCHANGE OF HEARTS
Blueheart Press Eighteen-year-old Harrison Haddon has grown up alone. Surrounded by wealth, nannies, and material things, all he craves is the approval of his father. Sent away to the boarding school his
father and grandfather attended, it's assumed he will follow in their footsteps from Sydney's prestigious Ivy League school straight into medical school. But Harrison doesn't want to be a doctor. He dreams
of music and classical piano. His only true happiness, his escape from the world expected of him, is dismissed by his intolerant and emotionally detached parents. Levi Aston arrives from London for a
three-month student exchange program. Free-spirited and conﬁdent in who he is and what he wants to do with his life, Levi convinces Harrison not give up on his dreams. But convincing Harrison not to
give up on his family might not be so easy.

UNBREAK MY HEART
Bloomsbury Publishing USA You can't help who you fall in love with. It's a lesson Clementine Williams knows all too well. She's headed into the summer with a broken heart and zero social life. So even
though her parents' plan to spend the summer (trapped) on their sailboat should make Clem break out in hives, she doesn't really mind the chance to ﬂoat away for a while. Even if it means most of her
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social interaction will be with her nine-year-old sister. Then she meets James at one of their stops on the Great Loop-a classic sailing track in the US. He and his dad are sailing the same track and he's just
the distraction Clem needs. But will he be able to break down Clem's walls and heal her broken heart? Told in alternating chapters that chronicle the year that broke Clem's heart and the summer that
healed it, Unbreak My Heart is a wonderful dual love story from magazine writer/editor and rising star, Melissa Walker.

CHASING MR. WRIGHT (FATED HEARTS BOOK ONE)
TAKING THE ARROW OUT OF THE HEART
Simon and Schuster * WINNER of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work * Alice Walker, author of the National Book Award and Pulitzer Prize-winning The Color Purple—“an American novel
of permanent importance” (San Francisco Chronicle)—crafts a bilingual collection that is both playfully imaginative and intensely moving. Presented in both English and Spanish, Alice Walker shares a
timely collection of nearly seventy works of passionate and powerful poetry that bears witness to our troubled times, while also chronicling a life well-lived. From poems of painful self-inquiry, to
celebrating the simple beauty of baking frittatas, Walker oﬀers us a window into her magical, at times diﬃcult, and liberating world of activism, love, hope and, above all, gratitude. Whether she’s urging
us to preserve an urban paradise or behold the delicate necessity of beauty to the spirit, Walker encourages us to honor the divine that lives inside all of us and brings her legendary free verse to the page
once again, demonstrating that she remains a revolutionary poet and an inspiration to generations of fans.

FIGHT OF THE WALKER
I've been stripped of all my freedoms on the beautiful island of Ethros, where cruelty is the foundation of our temporary home. Cyler, Maverick, Patrick, Huxley, Jacob, & Kemper are determined to ﬁnd
ways around their rules. We ﬁght for our moments together, even when the people of Ethros try to tear us apart.There's pain in Ethros. Although I'm here against my will, I'm thankful that the stress of our
situation has forced us to dive into the depths of our feelings for one another.And despite an uncertain future, I want to enjoy whatever time we have left. Consequences and prejudice be damned.
Recommended Reading Order:- Wings of the Walker (Book 1 of The Walker Series)- Heart of the Walker (Book 2 of The Walker Series)- Soul of the Elite (Jules' Story)- Fight of the Walker (Book 3 of The
Walker Series)- Revenge of the Walker (Book 4 of the Walker Series)- End of the Walker (Book 5 of The Walker Series)- Love of the Scavenger (Mia's Story)

SHADOW WALKER
A SLOW-BURN PARANORMAL ROMANCE
Nothing stays black and white in a world full of shadows... I'm Alana Mitchell, and for my twentieth birthday, I got a brand-new magical destiny instead of the laptop I was saving for. I'm a witch. I have
powers I can't control, enemies I know nothing about and a legacy I can't begin to grasp. There's a whole shadow-world out there waiting to swallow me whole, a world I didn't even know existed until I
used my powers and unleashed hell upon my naïve self. I always ﬁgured that the ﬁrst time I'd move in with a man, it'd be my boyfriend, not a bloodthirsty demon with a storm of secrets and his brother,
but they're the only ones who can help me. My new roommates are driving me crazy with their I-know-better attitudes, beckoning stares and stupidly handsome faces. I want to hunt the bastards that
destroyed my future, but the brothers' past is catching up to us in the form of a smart, bitter, and deadly enemy, one who will stop at nothing to possess me. To survive, I must embrace the darkness
simmering inside me. And that darkness is terrifying. Shadow Walker is the ﬁrst book in a slow-burn urban fantasy/paranormal series ﬁlled with action, suspense, angst, and smoking-hot men. Perfect for
fans of Supernatural and Vampire Diaries.Demons, witches, forbidden love... Pick-up your copy now!

NOW IS THE TIME TO OPEN YOUR HEART
A NOVEL
Random House The Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Color Purple, Possessing the Secret of Joy, and The Temple of My Familiar now gives us a beautiful new novel that is at once a deeply moving
personal story and a powerful spiritual journey. In Now Is the Time to Open Your Heart, Alice Walker has created a work that ranks among her ﬁnest achievements: the story of a woman’s spiritual
adventure that becomes a passage through time, a quest for self, and a collision with love. Kate has always been a wanderer. A well-published author, married many times, she has lived a life rich with
explorations of the natural world and the human soul. Now, at ﬁfty-seven, she leaves her lover, Yolo, to embark on a new excursion, one that begins on the Colorado River, proceeds through the past, and
ﬂows, inexorably, into the future. As Yolo begins his own parallel voyage, Kate encounters celibates and lovers, shamans and snakes, memories of family disaster and marital discord, and emerges at a
place where nothing remains but love. Told with the accessible style and deep feeling that are its author’s hallmarks, Now Is the Time to Open Your Heart is Alice Walker’s most surprising achievement.
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SAVING WISHES
G.J. Walker-Smith Second Hearts (Book two, The Wishes Series) Available now. Storm Shells (Book three, The Wishes Series) Available now.

"MY HEART BECAME ATTACHED"
THE STRANGE JOURNEY OF JOHN WALKER LINDH
Potomac Books, Inc. Traces John Walker Lindh's personal and spiritual transformation from a confused teenager studying Arabic in Yemen to a holy warrior ﬁghting with the Taliban.

THROWING HEARTS
Blueheart Press A fun and sexy romance where the kiln isn't the only thing that's scorching hot. Leo Secombe loves his life, and he's convinced himself he's happy to be single. In his spare time, he keeps
himself busy at a local LGBTQ centre that pairs a younger person with a community elder to help them feel included in today's rainbow family. Leo and Clyde have been buddies for a few years now, and
signing up for a pottery class seems like fun. Merrick Bowman has been so focused on getting his pottery business up and running that he's forgotten how to date. How to live, even. But when a young,
bubbly Leo and an older, grumpy Clyde walk through his door, Merrick has no idea how much Leo is about to centre his world. Throwing clay has been Merrick's entire life, but Leo's about to change all
that. Maybe Merrick's ready to throw caution to the wind. And maybe he's ready to ﬁnally throw his heart on the line.

RETURN TO ME
BOOK 5 OF THE FATED HEARTS SERIES
Does the heart have a memory?Noah McKinney and Maverick Rodriguez met when they were seven years old. Maverick's family moved into the house next to Noah's aunt, where Noah spent every
summer of his childhood. During those three months every year, the boys were inseparable as they swam in the waters of coastal North Carolina, rode bikes, told ghost stories, and dreamed of ﬁnding
hidden pirate treasures. A sweet friendship developed into an even sweeter young love, but then Maverick disappeared out of Noah's life as suddenly as he appeared. Twenty-two years later, Noah returns
to Beaufort, North Carolina after he receives a call that his ancestral home has been vandalized. He is overwhelmed with a feeling that fate has something more up her sleeve than a simple home repair,
but never in a million years would he have guessed what was waiting for him. Maverick has returned to Beaufort in an attempt to stop running from his past and what better place than the source of his
happiest memories. He quickly earns a reputation as the best in the business at restoring old homes to their former glory. No matter how successful his business has grown, he still feels there is something
missing in his life. Or is it someone?Noah and Maverick's reunion is nothing like either man has fantasized about for so many years, but beneath the strain is an undeniable attraction and a feeling of
rightness that neither man can deny or resist. However, giving in to their desires doesn't erase their doubts and fears. Maverick knows that nothing of the boy Noah loved remains inside of him. He thinks
he's better as a memory than the man he's become. Noah fears that Maverick will disappear again and doubts he could survive the heartbreak a second time.Can the two men overcome their fears and
doubts to take a chance on a love that promises to burn brighter than the sun? Or will they use the obstacles they face as excuses to spare themselves from potential heartbreak?

FLEET WALKER'S DIVIDED HEART
THE LIFE OF BASEBALL'S FIRST BLACK MAJOR LEAGUER
U of Nebraska Press Moses Fleetwood Walker was the ﬁrst black American to play baseball in a major league. He achieved college baseball stardom at Oberlin College in the 1880s. Teammates as well as
opponents harassed him; Cap Anson, the Chicago White Stockings star, is blamed for driving Walker and the few other blacks in the major leagues out of the game, but he could not have done so alone. A
gifted athlete, inventor, civil rights activist, author, and entrepreneur, Walker lived precariously along America’s racial fault lines. He died in 1924, thwarted in ambition and talent and frustrated by both
the American dream and the national pastime.

ANY MEANS NECESSARY
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BOOK 7 OF THE FATED HEARTS SERIES
HEART OF THE WALKER
It's been a month since Josiah took what was left of our dying relationship and extinguished its embers. Making my home in Dormas, I'm ﬁnding my true self. I've settled into my job at the Bakery, and
when I'm not avoiding Jules, I'm stealing moments with Maverick, Cyler, Jacob, Huxley, Patrick, and Kemper.I don't fool myself into thinking that my desire for all of them is something I'm worthy of, but
every time I gladly settle for just friendship, they pull me closer, making me want them all the more.Even though life in Dormas brings its sweetness, danger always seems a heartbeat away. Trade deals,
alliances, and unexpected friends are keeping us busy. If it's not the latest increase in X infected Scavengers, it's Emperor Lackley's unpredictable machinations to unleash an evil that will threaten not just
the people I love, but us all.One thing I know for sure--I won't let that happen without a ﬁght.

RED DIRT HEART 2
Red Dirt Heart Up until Travis arrived on his doorstep, Charlie had lived a very solitary life. He had surrounded himself with isolation; a couple million acres of red dirt, scorching sun and loneliness. Six
months on, winter has settled over the desert, and Charlie has the life he never dreamed possible. But living and working together, twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, for six months straight
starts to take its toll. Charlie is a stubborn, stubborn man, who tends to have more conversations in his head than what comes out his mouth, whereas Travis has no problem saying what's on his mind. And
even as they both struggle to communicate, struggle to make sense of need versus want, Charlie can see that he's pushing Travis away - yet seems helpless to stop it. When it all boils down to whether
Travis should stay or go, maybe the decision won't be theirs to make.

WHERE THE HEART IS
Candlewick Press (MA) If home is where the heart is, what would happen if you lost it? Compassion and humor infuse the story of a family caught in ﬁnancial crisis and a girl struggling to form her own
identity. It's the ﬁrst day of summer and Rachel's thirteenth birthday. She can't wait to head to the lake with her best friend, Micah. But as summer unfolds, every day seems to get more complicated. Her
"fun" new job taking care of the neighbors' farm animals quickly becomes a challenge, whether she's being pecked by chickens or having to dodge a charging pig at feeding time. At home, her parents are
more worried about money than usual, and their arguments over bills intensify. Fortunately, Rachel can count on Micah to help her cope with all the stress. But Micah seems to want their relationship to go
beyond friendship, and though Rachel almost wishes for that, too, she can't force herself to feel "that way" about him. In fact, she isn't sure she can feel that way about any boy -- or what that means. With
all the heart of her award-winning novel See You At Harry's, Jo Knowles brings us the story of a girl who must discover where her heart is and what that means for her future.

IN MOONLIGHT AND MEMORIES: VOLUME THREE
Limerence Publications LLC VOLUME THREE FALLING IN LOVE IS LIKE BREATHING. YOU CAN'T HELP IT. From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Julie Ann Walker comes an epic story about
sacriﬁce, friendship, and the awe-inspiring power of love. Maggie: Ten years ago, Cash Armstrong stole my heart. Then he promptly joined the army—dragging my best friend with him—and left me crying
on the front porch in a red sequined prom dress. Now he's back. They're both back. Cash, the one who still has my heart. And Luc, the one who saved my life. Cash: How do you know if you’re at the end of
the beginning or the beginning of the end? That's what I've been trying to ﬁgure out since a traumatic brain injury made me "unﬁt to serve." I'm back in New Orleans, and picking up the shattered pieces of
my past means I must confront where my life's journey began... and where it all might end. Luc: Long ago, Maggie May was mine. Not mine in the way you might think. She was mine because she was my
only friend. Then Cash came along and we became brothers by something stronger than blood. We became brothers by choice. When tragedy struck, I was forced to make a decision that changed all our
lives. I thought, after ten years, it was safe to come back home. I was wrong...

WHY WE SLEEP
UNLOCKING THE POWER OF SLEEP AND DREAMS
Simon and Schuster "Sleep is one of the most important but least understood aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity ... An explosion of scientiﬁc discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new light
on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now ... neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding of the vital importance of sleep and dreaming"--Amazon.com.
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THE TEMPLE OF MY FAMILIAR
Open Road Media The Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Color Purple weaves a “glorious and iridescent” tapestry of interrelated lives in this New York Times bestseller (Library Journal). In The Temple of
My Familiar, Celie and Shug from The Color Purple subtly shadow the lives of dozens of characters, all dealing in some way with the legacy of the African experience in America. From recent African
immigrants, to a woman who grew up in the mixed-race rainforest communities of South America, to Celie’s own granddaughter living in modern-day San Francisco, all must come to understand the brutal
stories of their ancestors to come to terms with their own troubled lives. As Walker follows these astonishing characters, she weaves a new mythology from old fables and history, a profoundly spiritual
explanation for centuries of shared African-American experience. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Alice Walker including rare photos from the author’s personal collection. The Temple of My
Familiar is the 2nd book in the Color Purple Collection, which also includes The Color Purple and Possessing the Secret of Joy.

THE WAY FORWARD IS WITH A BROKEN HEART
STORIES
Ballantine Books "These are the stories that came to me to be told after the close of a magical marriage to an extraordinary man that ended in a less-than-magical divorce. I found myself unmoored,
unmated, ungrounded in a way that challenged everything I'd ever thought about human relationships. Situated squarely in that terrifying paradise called freedom, precipitously out on so many emotional
limbs, it was as if I had been born; and in fact I was being reborn as the woman I was to become." So says Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alice Walker about her beautiful new book, in which "one of the best
American writers today" (The Washington Post) gives us superb stories based on rich truths from her own experience. Imbued with Walker's wise philosophy and understanding of people, the spirit, sex
and love, The Way Forward Is with a Broken Heart begins with a lyrical, autobiographical story of a marriage set in the violent and volatile Deep South during the early years of the civil rights movement.
Walker goes on to imagine stories that grew out of the life following that marriage—a life, she writes, that was "marked by deep sea-changes and transitions." These provocative stories showcase Walker's
hard-won knowledge of love of many kinds and of the relationships that shape our lives, as well as her infectious sense of humor and joy. Filled with wonder at the power of the life force and of the
capacity of human beings to move through love and loss and healing to love again, The Way Forward Is with a Broken Heart is an enriching, passionate book by "a lavishly gifted writer" (The New York
Times Book Review).

ALWAYS YOU
BOOK 6 OF THE FATED HEARTS SERIES
THE MOVIEGOER
A NOVEL
Open Road Media In this National Book Award–winning novel from a “brilliantly breathtaking writer,” a young Southerner searches for meaning in the midst of Mardi Gras (The New York Times Book
Review). On the cusp of his thirtieth birthday, Binx Bolling is a lost soul. A stockbroker and member of an established New Orleans family, Binx’s one escape is the movie theater that transports him from
the falseness of his life. With Mardi Gras in full swing, Binx, along with his cousin Kate, sets out to ﬁnd his true purpose amid the excesses of the carnival that surrounds him. Buoyant yet powerful, The
Moviegoer is a poignant indictment of modern values, and an unforgettable story of a week that will change two lives forever. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Walker Percy including rare
photos from the author’s estate.

WHEN IT'S LOVE (A WALKER ISLAND ROMANCE, BOOK 3)
(CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE)
Oak Press, LLC “Such a great love story, as are all the books in this series. I have now read 3 of the 5 books in 3 days as I can't put them down!” ~ 5 star review for When It’s Love “I really enjoyed reading
this book and this series! Lucy Kevin really does remind me of Nora Roberts.” ~ 5 star review for When It’s Love WHEN IT’S LOVE is the third book in the fun and romantic "Walker Island" contemporary
romance series! Lucy Kevin is the "sweet" pen-name of New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Bella Andre (who writes the #1 bestselling series about The Sullivans). Lucy Kevin books are fun,
ﬂirty and romantic―without the steamy scenes. BOOK DESCRIPTION: Come for a visit to Walker Island where you'll ﬁnd stunning Paciﬁc Northwest ocean views, men too intriguing to resist...and ﬁve close-
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knit sisters who are each about to ﬁnd their one true love. Once upon a time, Rachel Walker longed for—and sought out—adventure. But after her boyfriend found out she was pregnant and left her to
raise her daughter Charlotte alone six years ago, she put her wild child days behind her. For good. So when Rachel's sister needs her to step in to help ﬁlm a TV show with professional surfer Nicholas
Quinn on Walker Island, she isn't the least bit worried about losing her heart to him. Not until the ﬁrst time she sees him smile and realizes that her heart isn't completely closed oﬀ to promises of
breathless excitement after all... Nicholas has spent his entire life chasing adventure, one wave at a time, becoming a major surﬁng star along the way. But for all the incredible challenges he's faced
around the world, he's never faced one as exciting—or as important—as winning Rachel's heart. One stolen kiss is all it takes for him to be absolutely certain that his next adventure should be taken with
Rachel and her daughter Charlotte beside him. First, though, he'll have to break through every one of Rachel's walls to convince her to trust in both her dreams and his never-ending love. "Walker Island
Romance" Series Book 1: Be My Love Book 2: No Other Love Book 3: When It's Love Book 4: All For Love Book 5: Forever In Love "Married in Malibu" Series Book 1: The Beach Wedding Book 2: The
Summer Wedding "Four Weddings and a Fiasco" Series Book 1: The Wedding Gift Book 2: The Wedding Dance Book 3: The Wedding Song Book 4: The Wedding Dress Book 5: The Wedding Kiss WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT LUCY'S BOOKS... “Lucy Kevin or Bella Andre—I am a fan girl. I read everything from this amazing author.” ~ 5 star review for When It’s Love “Beautiful and sweet
heartwarming love story. I LOVED it! If you prefer to read contemporary romance books without the sensual scenes, this would be a great book to read! I highly recommend this book!” ~ 5 star review for
Be My Love ABOUT THE AUTHOR When New York Times and USA Today bestseller Lucy Kevin released her ﬁrst novel, SEATTLE GIRL, it became an instant bestseller. All of her subsequent sweet
contemporary romances have been hits with readers as well, including WHEN IT'S LOVE (A Walker Island Romance) which debuted at #1. Having been called "One of the top writers in America" by The
Washington Post, she recently launched the very romantic Married in Malibu series. Lucy also writes contemporary romances as Bella Andre and her incredibly popular series about The Sullivans have been
#1 bestsellers around the world, with 5 million books sold so far! If not behind her computer, you can ﬁnd her swimming, hiking or laughing with her husband and two children.

EVAN'S HEART
Keithwalkerbooks Evan's heart is a ticking time bomb. His marriage is questionable. His nurse is his salvation. When love blossoms at the hospital, Jada gives him a reason to live. For his love, she
sacriﬁces her career. But her passion may cost Evan his life.

PIECES OF YOU
Blueheart Press Missing Pieces Series, Book One. Dallas Muller has everything he never expected he'd have. He owns a successful motorbike mechanic shop in Newcastle, and he's madly in love with his
boyfriend of four years, Justin Keith. Justin has always struggled to ﬁnd where he ﬁt in, never realising his true worth or what it means to be loved--until he met Dallas. Living and working together might be
too much for some, but Dallas and Justin wouldn't have it any other way. When a terrible accident tears their world apart, Justin's left with no memory of Dallas or their relationship. Trying to put the pieces
back together is almost impossible when some pieces are blank and some are missing altogether. Dallas has to let Justin ﬁnd his own way back to him and just hope that their love will light the way.

CLINICAL METHODS
THE HISTORY, PHYSICAL, AND LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS
Butterworth-Heinemann A guide to the techniques and analysis of clinical data. Each of the seventeen sections begins with a drawing and biographical sketch of a seminal contributor to the discipline.
After an introduction and historical survey of clinical methods, the next ﬁfteen sections are organized by body system. Each contains clinical data items from the history, physical examination, and
laboratory investigations that are generally included in a comprehensive patient evaluation. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

RIDDLEY WALKER
A&C Black ‘Walker is my name and I am the same. Riddley Walker. Walking my riddels where ever theyve took me and walking them now on this paper the same. There aint that many sir prizes in life if
you take noatis of every thing. Every time will have its happenings out and every place the same. Thats why I ﬁnely come to writing all this down. Thinking on what the idear of us myt be. Thinking on that
thing whats in us lorn and loan and oansome.’ Composed in an English which has never been spoken and laced with a storytelling tradition that predates the written word, RIDDLEY WALKER is the world
waiting for us at the bitter end of the nuclear road. It is desolate, dangerous and harrowing, and a modern masterpiece.

HER HEART WAS TRUE TO ME
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WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING (MOVIE TIE-IN)
Penguin NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more than 12 million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful ﬁrst novel that is at once a murder mystery, a
coming-of-age narrative and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in
late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for
years alone in the marsh that she calls home, ﬁnding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town become
intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age
story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature
keeps.

RECLAIMING OUR HEALTH
A GUIDE TO AFRICAN AMERICAN WELLNESS
Yale University Press “An interactive and empowering book” to help African American men and women create a new vision of better health and navigate the health care system (BET.com). According to the
federal Oﬃce of Minority Health, African Americans “are aﬀected by serious diseases and health conditions at far greater rates than other Americans.” In fact, African Americans suﬀer an estimated 85,000
excess deaths every year from diseases we know how to prevent: heart disease, stroke, cancer, high blood pressure, and diabetes. In this important and accessible book, Dr. Michelle Gourdine provides
African Americans with the knowledge and guidance they need to take charge of their wellbeing. Reclaiming Our Health begins with an overview of the primary health concerns facing African Americans
and explains who is at greatest risk of illness. Expanding on her career and life experiences as an African American physician, Dr. Gourdine presents key insights into the ways African American culture
shapes health choices—how beliefs, traditions, and values can inﬂuence eating choices, exercise habits, and even the decision to seek medical attention. She translates extensive research into practical
information and presents readers with concrete steps for achieving a healthier lifestyle, as well as strategies for navigating the health-care system. This interactive guide with illustrations is a vital resource
for every African American on how to live a healthier and more empowered life, and an indispensable handbook for health-care providers, policy makers, and others working to close the health gap among
people of color. Says Gourdine, “I wrote this book to empower our community to solve our own health problems and save our own lives.”

RIDE THE WRECK
Independently Published Elijah Roberts: I'm a grumpy ass drag queen who loves what I do and never wants to stop. Drag gives me an escape, a way to embody the star inside me. A way to be happy.
Imagine how pissed I get when a stalker pushes me to quit drag after an extra spooky message is left on my mirror in red lipstick. Truly, my life couldn't get any worse. Enter Ryan Diaz, a smoldering and
perma-smiling detective at Stonewall Investigations. He oﬀers to take my case, which isn't the only thing I want him to take... What? I'm talking about my number. How else am I going to get him to come
over and take my- Ryan Diaz: My life followed a simple routine: work, friends, time with dad on his farm, and getting my heart tied up by another smooth-talking guy who promised the world on a plate
only to cosplay as Casper the douchy ghost a few days later. Predictable was ﬁne. Boring, but ﬁne. Everything changed the night I watched Elijah perform as Blue Divine. From then on, my life became
anything but predictable. Electric. Exhilarating. Exciting. All because of Elijah Roberts. Finding him was the easy part. Now I needed to keep him safe from his stalker, help bring back his love for drag, and
get him to continue spending every night with me until the end of time. Shouldn't be too hard... right? ___________ RIDE THE WRECK is book two in the Stonewall Investigations: Blue Creek series. It's a fulllength and steamy gay romance novel that can be read as a stand-alone.

BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE
AN INDIAN HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN WEST
Open Road Media The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that awakened the world to the destruction of American Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall Street Journal). First published
in 1970, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its frank and heartbreaking depiction of the systematic annihilation of American Indian tribes across the western frontier. In this
nonﬁction account, Dee Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and massacres suﬀered by American Indians between 1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes and their renowned chiefs—from
Geronimo to Red Cloud, Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who struggled to combat the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully written and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
inspired a generation to take a second look at how the West was won. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Dee Brown including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
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THE WITCH'S TOWER
Far from Camelot... In the rural kingdom of Gaspaar, Prince Max and his older brothers, Derek and Gerald, are each sent to search out the greatest treasure in the land. The king will judge from this who
shall be his heir. Unknown to them, an old and powerful evil seeks to bend their quests to its will. Their fates are in deadly peril in traps set aside for them. Young Max discovers an even greater mystery as
his journey leads, at last, to the Witch's Tower.

RED DIRT HEART 3
Blueheart Press Life for Charlie Sutton has never been better, or busier. With Travis now a permanent ﬁxture of Sutton Station, a permanent ﬁxture at Charlie's side, Charlie's convinced he couldn't do
anything on his ever-growing to-do list without him. He can run a multimillion dollar cattle business, ﬁnish his degree, try and further the local beef industry, deal with staﬀ issues, Ma's failing health, and
an attention-demanding wombat. He can even deal with an unexpected visitor and some shattering news. He can deal with it all, as long as he has Travis. But what happens when he doesn't? Red Dirt
Heart 3 is the story of Charlie Sutton ﬁnally realising he can be the man Travis Craig deserves, even if he doesn't have Travis. It's a story of love, family, holding on, letting go and coming home.

THE WALKER FAMILY SERIES - BOX SET BOOKS 5-7
5 Prince Publishing LLC Family is everything.The two branches of the Walker family couldn't have stemmed from more diverse men. Everett Walker's sons have a sense of stability and know what it is to be
loved and cherished, while Byron Walker's children ﬁght the battles of their upbringing on a daily basis. However, the children of both men believe in family ﬁrst, and the ten of them create a bond that no
man, woman, or force of nature could break. The Walker Family series follows the lives of a generation of Walkers, as well as their dear friends Lydia Morgan and Phillip Smythe in this eleven book series.
In this volume, you will ﬁnd books 8-11. Beginnings (Ben Walker's story,) Walker Defense (Gerald Walker's story,) Masterpiece (Todd Walker's story,) and the ﬁnale, At Last (Phillip Smythe and Lydia
Morgan's story.)

RED DIRT HEART 4
Blueheart Press Moving from a Texas ranch to an Australian Outback station was a life changing decision for Travis Craig. Though it wasn't really a decision at all. Something in his bones told him to go,
though he had no clue as to why. Until he met Sutton Station's owner, Charlie. Loving Charlie shouldn't have been easy. The man was stubborn, and riddled with crippling self-doubt. No, it shouldn't have
been easy at all. Yet somehow, falling in love with Charlie was the easiest thing in the world. Loving him was easy. Living with him, teaching him how to love in return and, more importantly, how to love
himself, was not. But Travis knew all along it'd be worth it. He knew the man with the red dirt heart was destined to be his. Just like he knew the red dirt that surrounded him was where he was supposed to
be. In the ﬁnal instalment of the Red Dirt Series, we see Charlie through Travis' eyes. We see how much he's grown and how much he loves. We go back to Texas with them, and we see Charlie get
everything he truly thought he never deserved. Red Dirt Heart 4 is Travis' story. And this is the story of not just one red dirt heart, but two.

SHADOW WALKERS BOOKS 1-6
Cynthia Luhrs In the Shadow Walker series, Cynthia Luhrs creates a sensuous and ghostly world, ripped apart by the struggle between Shadow Walkers and Day Walkers. Now in a convenient eBook bundle
grab the entire thrillingly sexy series: Lost in Shadow Desired by Shadow Iced in Shadow Reborn in Shadow Born in Shadow Embraced by Shadow Book 1: Lost in Shadow - Reeling from a bad break-up,
Emily takes oﬀ for a long dreamt of vacation to Scotland. She’s going to forget her past no matter what. Or so she thinks. But fate has other plans… A sexy highlander no one else can see, crosses her
path, pulling Emily into a world of shadow and turning her life upside down. Book 2 - Desired by Shadow Could her day get any worse? Kidnapped on the way home from work, Maggie is thrown into a
terrifying world of shadow. Narrowly escaping death, she ﬂees and lands at the feet of a stranger. Too bad her soul mate is her greatest fear come to life, the dreaded pirate Black Bart...an immortal
Shadow Walker. Book 3 - Iced in Shadow It's almost Christmas which should be a time for celebration. Instead, a mysterious layer of ice covers the walls of Ravensmore castle. Rumors of an angry spirit out
to destroy those who reside in the castle are whispered in the halls. And if that weren't enough, Colin will come face to face with his murderer. Book 4 - Reborn in Shadow A GHOST GRANTED A SECOND
CHANCE... Hamish Campbell committed so many sins he'd lost track of them all. The worst? Murdering his brother in a ﬁt of rage. Granted another chance by the god of Shadow, Lord Campbell joins the
Shadow Walker brotherhood. Book 5 - Born in Shadow - This novella is a prequel to the series. It tells the legend of how the Shadow Walkers came to be. Book 6 - Embraced by Shadow is the sixth and ﬁnal
book in the Shadow Walkers series. The book picks up after Reborn in Shadow and is all about Monroe. Not to mention, the ﬁnal showdown between Thorne and Dayne. I hope you all will enjoy this thrilling
conclusion to the Shadow Walker world. If you enjoy persnickety gods, supernatural creatures and ghosts with the ability to manifest physical bodies, then The Shadow Walkers Ghost Novels are for you.
KEYWORDS: immortal warriors romance, paranormal romance, paranormal romance free, new adult romance, romance ebook, free romance series starters, top romance reads, fantasy romance,
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